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Abstract:

Password is a popular way for authenticating a user to asystem. This method 
is widely used in many online systems and email systems. This method ensures 
that only the legitimate users have access to the system. Analysis on the 
security of the method is important as it is exposed to many kind of attack 
these days. In this paper, the password vulnerability on the method used by an 
existing webmail system at FTMSK (Fakulti Teknologi Maklumat dan Sains 
Kuantitatif) is presented. A simple prototype defence mechanism to modify the 
existing login page by finding the hashing procedure was developed. We have 
shown that by implementing cryptographic hashing algorithm, the weakness 
found in the existing webmail system can be overcome.

Keyword - authentication, hashing, password, security.

1. Introduction

Attack can be classified into active and passive attack. Passive attacks using 
sniffers are becoming more frequent on the Internet. The attacker obtains a 
user id and password that allows him to logon as that user. Password Sniffer 
can monitor and capture passwords through LAN. It works passively and 
doesn’t generate any network traffic, therefore, it is very hard to be detected 
by others [Packet Sniffer.net, 2003].
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There were pros and cons of using ‘sniffer’. Dsniff is a well-known 
data and password ‘sniffer’. It can snag passwords off the wire from many 
different protocols, including FTP, Telnet, Web, POP3, IMAP, LDAP, Citrix 
ICA, pcAnywherc, SMB, Oracle SQL*Net, and numerous others (Edward, 
2000). In order to prevent such attacks people have been using identification 
schemes [USENIX Association, 1995].

2. Current Network

The current network implementation at FTMSK can be viewed as shown in 
figure 1 below.



Every computer lab has its own small LAN, which is actually connected 
to the switch. However, the third floor of FTMSK’s building has only been 
equipped with one switch, which connects to the computer lab’s host. The 
connection of all switches in FTMSK’s building emulates the star network 
topology. FTMSK has also using new cable (CAT 6) on it’s internal network 
together with fiber optic cable as a trunk that route FTMSK’s network to the 
UiTM server. There is also a server with Cisco PIC 525 firewall that stores 
email databases in the server room.

3. Sniffing Test on the Current Webmail System
Passwords are protected at database server using encryption scheme in UNIX 
using MD5 hashing algorithm. However, this sendee does not secure the in
transmission password. Someone who has access to the network connecting 
the client and server has the capability of eavesdropping the plaintext 
password. We had placed a HTTP Sniffing program in the network to see the 
communication between webmail client and webmail server. From the client 
computer, we accessed the webmail login page, entered the username and the 
password (our password was “testing”) and pressed the button “Login”. The 
communication then was recorded by the HTTP sniffer which was located 
between the webmail client and the webmail server. The screen shot below 
shows the result.

Figure 2: Sniffing test on the current webmail



The result of sniffing test is obtained after the webmail page is open. The 
‘Get’ function indicated that client side has received the data from the server. 
The client then loaded with the content of‘login.php’ from the server, such as 
image, input field and their corresponding label. This is the file that constructs 
the web form for the current FTMSK Webmail.

The data posts to the server, indicated by ‘POST’ function. It posts the 
content in ‘redirect.php’ file. There were certain kinds of protection to protect 
the password such as the usage of Secret Key that append to the original 
password entered. However this technique is not secure at all as the cleartext 
of password still can be sniffed easily.

Therefore we found that FTMSK current webmail login system is not 
secured from this kind of attack. It is important to hash the password before 
transmitting it to the server.

4. Secure Login Prototype using 
Cryptographic hashing

To overcome this weakness, we have applied the cryptographic hashing 
function on the client side so that the entire password entered by users will be 
transformed into hashed before sending it to the server. The webmail database 
will keep the record of the username as well as the corresponding hashed 
password. When the user keys in the username and password to login to the 
system, the password is first transformed to its hash using MD5 algorithm 
before it is sent to the server. The corresponding password hash'stored in the 
server database for that particular username will be compared with the hash 
password sent by user. If they are matched, the access to the webmail system 
is granted to the user, otherwise the access is denied.

Figure 3: Secure login using cryptographic hashing



4.1 Construction of the prototype

We developed a simple prototype for the login page where transmission of the 
password is carried after the password is hashed on the client side.

Figure 4: Secure login prototype

The prototype was constructed for the purpose of demonstration on 
how to apply one-way hashing function at the client side of client / server 
architecture. It was constructed using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 
for creation of web-base user interface, JavaScript to ran hashing process 
using MD5 algorithm, PHP 4 for connection to the MySQL database and the 
server was powered by Apache 1.3.33.

The secure Login System is used for authentication purpose. This means 
that by providing a correct username and password, a user will be authenticated 
and can access their mailbox. This web based form was created and named as, 
‘Login.html’

The web form of Webmail Login System will load after running on local 
host using an Internet browser. It can be done by typing ‘http://localhost/ 
webmaiVLogin.html’ at address field of web browser. The password field is 
also transform into the MD5 hash value before transmitted to the server.

A correct username with corresponding password is entered to the 
‘ username’ field and ‘password’ field, in order for the staff to be authenticate or 
able to access email. After entering the information, staff can be authenticate 

http://localhost/


by clicking on ‘Login’ button. Staff entering the correct username with 
corresponding password is authenticated. The incorrect username and 
password entered will cause the system to return to the ‘Login.html’ page. 
This means that it will direct the user staff back to the state.

4.2 Sniffing Test on the Prototype.

The same http sniffing test was carried out on the prototype. This test was 
done on the localhost where the webmail client, webmail server and the 
sniffing program was placed on the same machine. We typed in the same 
username and password as the previous test in the prototype and recorded 
the http communication between the client and the server. The screenshot 
below shows the http communication track by the sniffing program. The 
communication involve ‘GET’ and ‘POST’ method exactly like the test on the 
actual webmail system carried out before except for the password was shown 
in hashed instead of original plaintext password.
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Figure 5: Sniffing test on the prototype

5. Findings and Discussion
Password is known as one of a security method. It is used as an authentication 
when using email. From the sniffing test done, we can conclude that the 
plaintext password is not secure and can be obtained by the parties in between 



the transmission. Therefore, password needs to be encrypted in order to ensure 
its security when it is traveling through transmission media.

The sniffing test using http sniffer on the existing webmail system at 
FTMSK has shown that there is vulnerability in the system. Even the webmail 
system was not meant for sending confidential information but protecting the 
password is very crucial for authentication purpose.

The test on the prototype had successfully proves that protection of 
password at client side is worthwhile. Original password was not detected by 
the sniffing program. This is due to the password was first transformed to hash 
value before transmitted through the transmission media for authentication 
purpose.

6. Conclusion
One-way hashing function is a technique which can be used to enable the 
encryption. Password hashing should be done on the client side to protect 
passwords. MDS and SHA-1 are examples of algorithm that were involved 
in one-way hash functions. Both were produced in the year of 1994 and came 
from the same extension. The development of a prototype using MD5 function 
has been tested successfully.
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